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involved with Development
and Peace for many years.
After a trip to the new
revolutionary Cuba in 1963
Trudi became
totally
engrossed and active in the
movements for justice and
peace, the beginning of her
journey as a life-long
activist.

Trudi is passionate in her
wish for peace and social
Trudi (left) at a demonstration at Cold Lake, Alberta against the
testing of the Cruise missile.

T

justice for everyone, not only
here but all over the world.

RUDI GUNIA received her political
education from her father, and
events that occurred from the time
she was old enough to comprehend
her world and environment in which
she was being raised.

She is fearless and committed. She

Trudi was co-founder of two peace
groups while living in Manitoba, and

writing, demonstrations, and public

joined the Saskatoon Peace Coalition
in 2008, becoming an active member

and co-chair, helping to lead many
initiatives including campaigns, letter
education events.
Funding for International Development Week
provided through the Department of Foreign
Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD)

A Conversation with Saskatchewan’s Global Citizens...
What does Global Citizenship mean to

includes the use and sale of military

you?

hardware - and allow nations to find
solutions to their own problems.

Global Citizenship to me means that
we must be aware and concerned
and act wherever and however
possible for the wellbeing of all
people globally. It helps to put
oneself in the opposing situation; to

Another solution which could be
much more difficult, is to create an

My inspiration comes from my father

awareness of the problems which all

and from life itself.

humanity faces. There could be any
number of solutions but I think it is

emphasize.

impossible for one person to say

What do you feel are some of the

One of the solutions I believe
is for rich, powerful countries
to keep out of sovereign
nations, and that includes the
use and sale of military
hardware - and allow nations
to find solutions to their own
problems.

biggest challenges currently facing our
global community?

What do you

identify as possible solutions to these
challenges?
The biggest challenges facing our
global

community

are

violent

conflict,

now

particularly in the

Middle

East,

the

environmental

problems and what now appears to

Where do you find your inspiration?
Tell us about a teacher, mentor, or
other role-model who really made a
difference in your life.

One of the solutions I believe is for

become too difficult to solve as we

rich, powerful countries to keep out

find we take three steps forward and

What advice would you give to
today’s youth that are considering
going into International Development
work?

of

two back.

The only advice I could give anyone

be the rise of intolerance and hate.

sovereign

nations,

and

that

what that is. Global problems are so
varied and enormous that they may

going

into

International

Development work is to get a good
education first and then a deep
awareness

of

the

people

and

environment to which they plan to

go. They must be aware of the
pitfalls and that change comes very
slowly, if at all, and they may not be
welcomed,

depending

on

their

approach. When Presidents, Prime
Ministers, Popes etc. are at a loss as
to solving the global misery, it would
be a miracle if I could come up with
the answer. ♦
Trudi (Bottom right, dotted skirt) at a sit-in in Vancouver to protest the Vietnam war, one of the first sit-ins at the time.

